
 
 

A World at Night with “3AM” 
 
3 AM, the second single released by JokoinBerlin is a deviation from its predecessor “Ballad of Colors”. 

Whilst 3 AM still maintain the essence and color of the band’s previous single (in which it makes the 

band’s signature by its own right); it is a statement of its own to listeners who previously enjoyed 

listening to Ballad Of Colors. 

Still adhering to a dreamy and atmospheric sound, lyrics that incites listener’s imagination; and structure 

that differs from a typical song (which usually includes a verse followed by a chorus, maybe a bridge and 

another chorus); 3 AM approaches listeners by delivering a more upbeat dynamic than their previous 

release and a song structure that has no chorus.   

3 AM, is about the world at night. A synergy between words and arrangement in which the words bring 

meaning to the song and the arrangement emphasize the energy to the meaning of the song. The first 

two phrases of the song talks about the transition of the writer’s mood as day end and night arrives 

whilst; the beat and sounds in the composition highlights and captures the mood of how people unwind 

after a great day of work; the feeling of rest and relief. 

As the song enters the 3rd and fourth chorus; the meaning of the song focuses on the sheer relaxing 

beauty of the night; the stars, the moon the night sky. In this part of the song; the arrangement 

transitions into a calmer and more subtle dynamic followed by a unison which is the start of another 

transition representing another aspect of the writer’s perspective; the energy and euphoria of 

adventuring into the world at night. The song ends in a climatic dynamic paired with words talking about 

travelling in space which is a surrealistic description of night parties and hangouts with close friends and 

people, hence the beat pattern in which listeners can move their body with. 
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